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ABSTRACT: The human neurological system has an effective impact by meditation, mantra therapy, music therapy, Raga therapy and Vedic chanting. To detect this effect on Human Neurological system, it is necessary to analyse the signal energy from the appropriate sources which are generating audible frequencies. By these generated frequencies, the Central Nervous System of brain will be relaxed. This process follows, Calculation of Special acoustic signals originated from Vedic Chanting, classification of these signals with respect to the levels of amplitude and frequency, analysing the impact of these signal energies on the neurotransmission. It also focuses and involves limbic and para-limbic regions of neuro- transmission. This paper presents impact of vedic chanting signal positive vibrations on human body brain and nervous System.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In ancient Sanatana culture spiritually includes Philosophy, Tantra, Yoga, and Agama. These are all parts of knowledge in Vedas. Vedas as authority of Sabda pramana; Sabda alludes to the words verbally expressed as mantras. In the creation procedure, Shabda is the utmost unique element that surrounds the space. The scriptures say ‘Sabdaikagunamakasam’, which means “Only sound qualifies space”. Be that as it may, sound spreads through air, fire, water and earth..Sound as the sole property of space can likewise be seen as far as acoustic nature of space in encased regions. Sabda assumes a significant job known to man made out of five elements. This Sabda or Sound or acoustic sound that generates out by the pronunciation of Vedic text or mantra is believed to have a great influence on our psychological system. Sounds of traditional Vedic chanting produce vibrations those have beneficial spiritual effects both on chanters and listeners.

Six basic aspects of phonetics, which are important to Vedic chanting are Varna, Swara, Mantra, Balam, Sama and Santana, all these six aspects are inter-related. In modern day lifestyle, humans are prone to diverse psychological and physiological issues those are inducing pressure or stress, which is unwarranted. This obviously disturbs our mental health, where some sort of natural or artificial rejuvenation has become a necessity.

In recent research, neuroscientists have perceived that tuning in to music, mantras and Vedic chanting are an effect on all human cognitive functions. Vedic texts, music or mantras have turned as a precious tool effecting significantly different parts of the human cerebrum. The sound of the Vedic chanting is sacred because not only their physical characteristics have deeper phonetic influence but also due to their impact on the listener’s mind. Vedic chanting also primes our neural pathways toward connection and safety, body and brain and also aligning breath.

This study exactly refers to such practices that researchers are exploring in the recent past and our research focal point is to revisit and represent such practices with more authenticity through experiments. This paper rightly explores all the aspects related to this novel study and brings out some good work of earlier researchers and tries to draw logical pathways for the future generations, who are passionate to work in this domain.

II. VEDIC HYMNS OR MANTRAS - SIGNIFICANCE IN PSYCHIC PERSPECTIVE

The Vedas planned explicit hymns with explicit zones of influence. The singing of these hymns had specific frequencies, and performed homas explicitly structured all the time. Vedic melodies produce incredible sound vibrations that are fit for changing vitality at all degrees of development. They influence the psychological and arrive at the subliminal level where our karmic patterns are stored. The act of singing builds memory, expands fixation and deletes the impacts of past karma. The best possible recitation of mantras can diminish stress and pressure.

Each sound has a distinct vibration, as well as, each chant has a different effect. Each chanting is designed to have a distinct vibrating energy. The chanting of the Veda mantras have three aspects namely; purity of mind, purity of intonation and purity of pronunciation. Sound of chants can carry the listeners to spiritual experiences. The sounds of the Vedas are sacred because not only their physical characteristics have deeper phonetic influence on the listener’s mind.

In ancient sanathana mythology, it was believed that “Maharishi” knows the benefit of Mantras and their proper pronunciation. The effect is beyond human imagination and difficult to present in qualitative manner.
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But with the advent of signal energy measuring techniques, researchers could able to advance in this perspective. Present day science, psychology and spirituality are interlaced in such a way that the interdependency is well prevalent due to various factors. In some parts of the globe, it is highly in practice and in belief that chanting Vedic text not only rejuvenates the mind but also clear the sins that a human commits in a lifetime.

III. IMPACT ANALYSIS OF SIGNAL ENERGIES FOR DIFFERENT FREQUENCIES IN AUDIBLE RANGE

Spiritual attributes of this work becomes less significant and not associated to particular belief or practice, when science comes into intervention. Studies proven that “Hatayoga” to “Himalayan Meditation” practices yielded wonderful results in understanding our mind and body balance. Signal is that which conveys information, the acoustic signal is that which explains the information in most understandable format to human mind. The Mantra, eventually an acoustic signal is a combination of sound, breath and rhythm. This surprisingly, channelizes human biological energy system. “Omkara” chanting and other vedic verses had profound influences on all the energy centres of the human body. This argument is further strengthened by the ‘CHAKRAS’ science that there are 7 energy centres in human body, which can be tapped with proper rhythm of breath that is in turn shall be controlled with proper pronunciation of certain frequencies of acoustic energy.

According to Science, the human body has “Self-regulating” system known as homeostasis to maintain the stability of body parameters. The energies emerging from vedicchanting impact the medulla, the sound-related nerve that associates with every one of the muscles of the body through neurotransmission. These vibrations are through the vagus nerve, the internal ear interfaces with the larynx, lungs, heart, liver, stomach, kidneys, bladder, little and digestive organ. The researchers derived that the Vedic writings are possible to declare the readiness of the neurological structure. The FMRI study report assumes and recommended that melodic familiarities are identified with limbic, paralympic and reward circuits [23]. Evidences of earlier investigations showed that specific degrees of desire and consistency brought are due to excitement generated out of experiencing music. [24].

IV. FINDINGS AND OUTCOMES OF EARLIER RESEARCH

In 2004, Jina Devi et.al [2-3] has conducted a study on analyzing of Vedic mantra “Omkara” and digital Spectral analysis of alphabets A, U, Ma. “OM” for male and female voice with time spectra grams was studied. The observations suggested that the male voices have a more number of subhormonics than the female voices.
There is another interesting study by Kumar SaiSailesh et.al [11] in 2016 on analyzing of ‘Beneficial effect of 12 weeks of Sri Vishnu sahasranama chanting. He observed the effectiveness of this chanting for stress management. The method has chanting of vishushahasranama every day for 12 weeks. DASS-25 (Depression, Anxiety and stress Scale) and Serum cortisol test was used to assess stress, blood pressure was recorded to assess automatic functions and spatial, verbal memory test were used to assess cognitive functions. All outcomes before and after 12 weeks were recorded and found a significant deviation in reduced stress levels were observed after being prone to the consistent listening of this vedic chanting.

In 2017, Anita Padam, et.al [12] conducted an investigation on the impact of tuning in to Vedic tunes and old style Indian instrumental music in patients experiencing upper stomach related endoscopy is another interesting experiment. In the same year, Balaram P. et.al [13] studied impact of Gayatri Mantra and poem recitation methods using the Digit Letter Substitution Task (DLST) method. The conclusion of this study is Gayatri Mantra Chanting produced better results than Poem recitation. The qualitative data obtained in this study is quoted here for the reference in figure 3.[12].

V. CONCLUSION

Vedic text or Vedic chanting producing distinct signal energy such as Music has intense influence on human moods and emotions. The origin of mantras or vedic text or vedic hymns shall be observed from Vedas of Sanathana tradition. The studies inferred that chanting mantras will create vibratory sensation around the ears and these sensations are transmitted through branches of vagus nerve. Influence on limbic areas, amygdala, hippocampus and thalamus was also observed by vedic chanting.

The inferences based on various studies suggest that, there is a high degree of necessity to find the methods to reduce increasing stress levels or mood variations in humans. Of course, music is one already explored method, but the interest and institution to scientific community is slowly increasing on the Mantras Chanting and their impact analysis on human neurological systems.

The studies shall be extended to various other control parameters of experiments such as age, gender, cultural background and intensity, frequency of the vedic verses. The scope also lies to various other forms of vedic literatures as earlier studies restricted for unknown reasons only to certain specific chartings such as OM. This review paper focussed on exploring the pace and progress of this much needed research problem for the societal benefit and also presented the grey areas to work for future enthusiastic learners.
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